Smith Lawnscapes, LLC
Saint Johns, MI

Summer Internship 2011

Smith Lawnscapes is a full service landscape company located North of Saint Johns, Michigan and has been operating since 1999. We are a quickly growing company and are interested in creating a second landscape crew this year. Our company is looking to fulfill a Landscape Designer and Landscape Laborer position. This can be applied as an internship, full-time, or seasonal employment.

This position will provide a number of learning opportunities as well as on-site experience, including but not limiting to:
- Client Consultations
- Hand Sketching
- Pruning Techniques
- Hardscape Construction
- Plant Knowledge
- Plant Layout and Requirements
- Commercial and Residential Design
- Commercial and Residential Installation

During the internship/employment through our company, the start and end date can be flexible to comply with fall school schedule, and will be determined before hire. Weekly hours of work will average 45 hours per week, as some months in the summer are busier than others. Pay will be based on experience and/or knowledge of daily tasks. All installed designs and design work completed will be allowed to be showcase in a personal portfolio.

We are willing to assist the intern/employee in finding living arrangements. Saint Johns is a small town, although the rent is a bit more reasonable than a larger city. A good driving record is a must and the intern/employee must have reliable transportation to and from our shop North of Saint Johns.

This position offers practical use of education in Forestry, Horticulture, Landscape Design, and Landscape Architecture. On-site experience within commercial and residential properties will be a valuable compliment to your educational studies. A successful candidate for this position will be hard working, enjoy working with people, have the ability to hand sketch/hand draft, and enjoy working outside. Resumes can be sent to smithlawnscapes@4wbi.net, or you can contact Paul at (989) 307-0306.